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How to Use this Guide
From Connectivity to Community was developed to help
communities turn their broadband and other digital assets into
economic growth, stronger social and community bonds, and
better quality of life. It assumes that your community already
has adequate broadband connectivity in place and is ready to
take the next steps:
• Becoming more engaged, taking on leadership roles in
defining issues and gaps to fill
• Developing practical plans that can lead to realistic and
affordable solutions to meet those needs.
It speaks to community leaders in local governments and
regional districts, to members of legislatures, educators,
technology providers, business leaders, agencies, economic
development and regional planning organizations. It will help
kickstart community efforts to use digital connectivity to
improve life in the most important place on earth – the place
called home.

What to Expect
In these pages, you will find:
• A framework for understanding the challenges facing
communities in the digital age and the opportunities for
– and necessity of – action
• Examples of communities that grew their economies,
addressed social challenges, strengthened community
bonds and enriched their culture.
• Roadmaps that show you how every place can improve
its people’s skills, make businesses more innovative and
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successful, use technology to better serve people, and
contribute to the community spirit that makes the place
called home unique.

About the Intelligent Community Forum
From Connectivity to Community was developed by the
Intelligent Community Forum, based on two decades of
research, consultation and education. Today, the Forum is a
global movement of cities, metro regions and counties with a
think tank at its heart. ICF studies and promotes the best
practices of the world's Intelligent Communities as they adapt
to the new demands and seize the opportunities presented by
information and communications technology (ICT). To help
cities and regions build prosperous economies, solve social
problems and enrich local cultures, the Intelligent Community
Forum conducts and publishes research, hosts global events,
licenses institutes and national organizations to carry on its
work and produces an annual international awards program.
In 2012 ICF was invited to participate at the Nobel Peace
Prize conference in Oslo and in 2014, its model and work was
recognized by the U.S. Department of Commerce under the
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, which, according
to the American government, was "aimed at creating a more
flexible and responsive system of workforce development to
meet the needs of employers looking to fill 21st century jobs.”
For more information:
Web: www.intelligentcommunity.org.
Twitter: @newcommunities
LinkedIn Group: Intelligent Community Forum
Facebook Page: Intelligent Community Forum
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Welcome to the Digital Economy
Broadband, and the technologies that come with it, are
changing history. The personal computer gave each of us
serious computing power to do everything from writing to
creating software. Continued technical advances extended that
power to devices you can hold in your hand and carry in a
pocket or handbag.
Then, the ability to connect ever-cheaper computing power
through the internet produced the first truly global economy,
changing how we live, earn a living, deliver services and
products, educate and govern ourselves, and connect to those
we know and those we do not.
The digital economy is not just about software, mobile apps
and social networks. Industrial manufacturers, banks, waste
collectors, electric utilities, trucking companies, restaurants
and hotels have reorganized, streamlined operations and made
their people and facilities much more productive using digital
technologies. Big companies have led the change and created
pressure for midsize and small companies to do the same.
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14

years

How long it took Facebook to grow from
a campus dorm room project to a $30
billion business with 2 billion users.

AirBNB
is the world’s biggest hotel company – but it owns
no real estate.

Uber

is the world’s biggest taxi company – but it owns no
cars.

Alibaba

in China is the world’s largest retailer – and it
stocks no inventory.

Turmoil in Employment
Six decades ago, a famed Finnish architect named Alvar Aalto
build a red-brick paper mill in Hamina, a town of 20,000 in
southeastern Finland. It closed its doors in 2008, victim of
competition from much lower-cost countries. The next year,
however, it was bought by Google, which transformed it into a
data center. More than 2,000 people working for 50 different
companies contributed to the project, which employs 125
people in full-time and contractor roles in engineering,
technical work security, food service and maintenance.
That’s the positive news from the digital economy. But the
story has a dark side as well. It is visible in North American
retailing. Mall visits - fell 50% from 2010 to 2013 and have
fallen every year since. Department stores have lost 18 times
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more workers than coal mining since 2001.1 The culprit, of
course, is e-commerce, which has become a big enough part of
the economy to impact traditional retailing.
Those job losses, however, are balanced by job gains.
Economist Michael Mandel estimates that, since the start of the
Great Recession, the disruptive e-commerce sector has created
about 355,000 new jobs compared with 50,000 lost in physical
retail stores. Those new jobs pay better than retail jobs and
wages are growing fast – but they also require more education
than is typical for retail workers.2
So pervasive has the digital economy become that it is
almost impossible to apply for a job at any level in an
organization without doing it online. And the fast rise of
machine learning and artificial intelligence is expected to
replace many of the job functions that humans currently
perform. While few categories of employment will disappear
altogether, artificial intelligence will drive decline in some jobs
and disruption in many more.
Occupations undergoing disruption
Office and administrative staff
Management and business operations
Production and manufacturing
Occupations facing decline
Motor vehicle operators
Warehouse workers
Retail sales workers
Food preparation and service
Building maintenance
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The Unequal Connection
The digital economy runs on the new infrastructure of broadband. Like any infrastructure, it favors the connected place
over the unconnected one. Cities and suburbs, with their premises densely packed, are much more profitable to connect than
exurbs and rural areas. That tends to give them superior
broadband capacity, speeds and reliability. They also attract
more competitors, which lowers prices. Exurban and rural
regions, by contrast, are much costlier to serve, which discourages investment, and are far less attractive to competitors.
Broadband means growth

A 10% increase in broadband
availability is linked with a 1.38%
increase in per-capita economic activity
(GDP), according to the ITU.
More women work

The introduction of broadband access
leads to a 4.1% increase in labor force
participation by married women.
Millennials vote with their feet

The millennial population (ages 20-35)
of rural areas shrank 5.4% overall from
2010 to 2016. In rural areas with the
best broadband, however, the millennial
population rose 13.5%, according to
Purdue University.
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The internet annihilates distance and gives people the
ability to form powerful networks independent of their
location. That should give a leg up to the rural regions of the
world. If economics is the only determiner, however, the places
that most need these things will be the last to enjoy them, the
slowest to benefit and first to suffer from the growth of the
digital economy. Fortunately, thanks to the hard work of
citizens and their government, at every level the countryside is
no longer last in line when it comes to connectivity.
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Connectivity to Opportunity:
Smart vs. Intelligent
“Smart Cities” are places that apply technology to operate
faster, cheaper and better. They monitor processes, from
transportation to water supply. They track city vehicles,
coordinate emergency response and help drivers find parking
places. These projects save taxpayers money and make the city
or county work better – but it is not how connectivity leads to
opportunity for a better life.
“Intelligent Communities” – whether cities, counties, or
towns – also adopt technology, but they do not make
technology their focus. Instead, they find vision-driven,
community-based, technology-smart solutions to their most
urgent problems.

For Intelligent Communities, broadband and information
technology are means to an end. More of their energy goes into
developing the partnerships required to ensure digital
knowledge and know-how spreads throughout the community.
They bring together business, government and educators to
create high-quality employment and meet social needs. They
engage citizens as advocates for progress. Digital technology
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figures in much of this work because of its power to connect
people and multiply their impact.

Getting started
The hardest part of any journey is getting underway. Here are
questions you can ask today to get the journey started.
Understand your assets
• Where has your community been successful?
• What businesses and institutions are important to the
community today – and what connections do they already
have outside the community?
• What makes your community a great place?
• What do people in your community care most about?
Envision a different future
• What new value could your community’s assets have in a
connected, global economy?
• What are other communities like yours doing to update
their economies and better serve their citizens?
•
•

What kind of jobs are independent of location? What will
it take for your community to create and attract them?
What would a thriving, successful future look like for your
community? What foundation in technology, facilities
and people does it require?

Bring your community along
• Who are the key people in your community whose
opinions make a difference? What are their priorities?
• How do you tie a vision of the community’s future to
issues that people care passionately about?
• What creative and fun ways can you find to create a
community conversation?
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Hallmarks of “Intelligent”
Intelligent Communities, whether urban or rural, pursue a
better future along six lines of development. Together, they
form a virtuous cycle that moves the place called home from
challenge to opportunity, from stagnation to success.

THE ICF
METHOD

Broadband. Intelligent Communities express a strong vision
of their broadband future, encourage deployment and adoption, and deploy their own networks and related smart
infrastructure and applications where necessary.
Knowledge Workforce. Intelligent Communities exhibit the
determination and demonstrated ability to develop a
workforce qualified to perform knowledge work, from the
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factory floor to the research lab and from the construction site
to the call center or corporate headquarters.
Innovation. Intelligent Communities pursue innovation
through a three-way relationship among business, government
and such institutions as universities and hospitals to create new
knowledge and technology applications that feed the local
economy. Government leads by example through investment in
technology to improve services and reduce operating costs.
Digital Equality. Intelligent Communities ensure digitization
does not marginalize segments of the population, creating
social strain that contributes to unemployment and crime.
They instead create policies and fund programs that provide
everyone with access to broadband, digital technology and
digital skills training, and they motivate people to acquire skills.
Sustainability. Intelligent Communities understand that
using fewer resources to create products and provide services
is key to continued improvements in standards of living and
local quality of life. Making clean air and water a shared goal
engages organizations, community groups and neighborhoods
to actively participate, contributing to civic pride, local identity
and mutual understanding.
Advocacy. Intelligent Communities devote time and resources
to educating and engaging their citizens, businesses and
institutions as true partners in understanding challenges,
identifying solutions and planning a better future. They
patiently build common understanding to minimize the
resistance that can prevent a community from making critical
changes. Intelligent Communities are also good marketers to
the outside world of their digital age advantages for economic
development and investment attraction purposes.
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Starting the Cycle
Community leaders – whether they are elected, appointed or
volunteer – can create an overall game plan and bring citizens,
businesses and organizations together. But only by engaging
the energies of champions across the community will you
achieve the progress you are looking for. That's why we will
start with the element of the ICF Method that appears last on
the diagram on page 13, but deserves first consideration as you
begin to act.

Advocacy

Advocacy is the glue that binds Intelligent Communities to a
better future. It is the deliberate effort through civic leadership
to engage citizens, business, institutions and community
leaders in understanding the need for change, identifying
opportunities and becoming champions of that change.
Successful advocacy provides the foundation for the
community's public identity in its outreach to the world. It
energizes economic development, investment attraction and
business generation, because the community has built a unique
vision of its character and its future. In their own eyes, its
people are no longer just living in one community among
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hundreds of thousands like it. They are in the best place to live,
work, start a business, raise a family and pass their heritage to
the next generation.
Advocacy Looks Like:
• Public discussion forums and brainstorming to fully
understand and appreciate the challenges and opportunities
facing the community.
• Physical meetings and digital interaction to ensure the
broadest possible participation.
• Government convening, facilitating and turning ideas into
specific strategies and plans, and marshalling resources to
carry them forward.
• Citizens, business people and nonprofit leaders providing
the energy and commitment that make change possible.
• Building on early successes, continuously raising
community confidence in its ability to do things that once
seemed impossible.
CROWDTHINKING SOLUTIONS

Rossland, BC, Canada
This former mining town was voted “Canada’s #1 Outdoor Town”
by the outdoor magazine Explore for its stunning landscape and
epic mountain trails. But it has not left its economy entirely in the
hands of adventure-seeking tourists and skiers. Among its
population of 3,500 are entrepreneurs who have also begun
building an online business cluster. Prominent among these is
ThoughtExchange, which has turned advocacy into a business
model. ThoughtExchange offers an online “crowdthinking” platform
that helps groups of 5 to 50,000 share information, generate
thoughts and ideas and move toward decisions in a transparent
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process. Local governments, school district, colleges, credit unions
and even UNESCO use it to engage stakeholders, energize their
participation, and let them see their ideas contribute to positive
change for the community or organization they care about. Based
in Rossland, ThoughtExchange employs people located throughout
British Columbia.

BUILDING DIGITAL CONSENSUS

Whanganui, New Zealand
Whanganui saw that broadband was critical to turning around an
economy that had stagnated in recent decades. Realizing that no
incumbent would help, in January 2010 the Wanganui District
Council took things in their own hands and launched construction
of a fiber-to-the-premise network. But they also realized that a fiber
buildout was only part of the story – they needed buy-in.
They formed the Whanganui Digital Leaders Forum (WDLF),
which in turn created the Wanganui Innovation Network (WIN).
WIN’s goals were to build awareness of digital opportunities, create
networking opportunities for early digital leaders, market
Whanganui as New Zealand’s most progressive city and attract
people and businesses with that brand.
Doing Business
WIN kicked off with an information session for 150 members of the
city’s business community with speakers addressing a wide range
of business technology topics. WDLF ran a series of speaker
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sessions as part of another new event, TechEx, which ran three
years. Attended by 10,000 people, TechEx drew national attention.
The City built a 'Digital Whanganui' website to provide an online
directory of local digital services and products. Web designers,
programmers, photographers, IT support, hardware and software
outlets, government and community organizations are listed in the
directory, with others encouraged to add their listing for free. Digital
Journey is an online hub which assists businesses to gain an
understanding of the opportunities online technology offers.

Cultural Advocacy
Whanganui is mindful of keeping the local Maori indigenous
community involved in its digital strategies. It has established an
Innovation Quarter: a hub of collaboration where corporate, local
businesses, education providers, and local artists and specialists
interact and form strategic partnerships. One of the Innovation
Quarter’s most integral components is the Maori Business Hub,
which creates opportunities for local Maori businesses to meet and
network with each other across a range of industries.
This combination of programs and outreach drew broad-based
support from all corners of the community to support the broadband
build and create demand for it across the economy.
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Foundations of Growth
The Knowledge Workforce is made up of the people who do
the work of the digital economy. Programs to promote
Innovation generate the economic activity that employs them
or supports them in creating new businesses that employ
others. Together, they are the foundations for growth in an
economy where information and knowledge, enabled by digital
technology, creative value.

Knowledge Workforce
Intelligent Communities build a knowledge workforce through
collaboration among government, employers, and schools.
Knowledge Workforce programs also seek to balance the
supply of skilled employees with local demand for their labor.
As they tackle this work, big and small communities face
different challenges. Large communities have the advantage of
scale and the disadvantage of being big, complex and cumbersome. Small communities lack resources but their work can
often be jump-started by a few people sharing a cup of coffee.
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Knowledge Workforce Looks Like:
• Universities interconnecting with career-focused colleges
to share research programs and career courses, and
providing college students with access to 4-year degrees
• Universities and colleges interconnecting with secondary
schools to provide students with advanced learning opportunities.
• Secondary schools sending students and programs into
elementary schools to make an early introduction to
content on future local careers.
• Employers bringing real-world career content, business
mentors, work-study programs, internship and other
programs into education to expand students’ awareness of
their local career opportunities and create excitement.
• Local, regional and state/provincial governments acting as
conveners, bringing together educational leaders through
commissions, advisory boards and other structures that
create a permanent platform for collaboration.
• Individual citizens, civic groups and businesses and
institutions providing demand for programs that enrich
education, and support them through fundraising, volunteer
leadership, etc.

Innovation
Innovation means creating something new, developing a new
process or finding a new source of supply. It is what drives
growth in the economy. Intelligent Communities work to
create an “ecosystem” of innovation that engages the entire
community in a continuing cycle of innovation.
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Private-Sector Innovation

Private-Sector Innovation Looks Like:
• Public hackathons, apps contests and other STEM events.
• Makerspaces where anyone can bring an idea and make it
real (and potentially profitable) with the informal support
of other innovators.
• Incubators, typically academic-business or academicgovernment partnerships, where potential entrepreneurs
go through a disciplined process to turn concepts into
saleable products and services, then find their initial
customers.
• Accelerators that take the survivors of incubation and help
them mature into sustainable enterprises with growth
potential.
• Start-ups, which emerge from makerspaces, incubators and
accelerators.
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• Successful start-ups attract risk capital from angels,
grants, venture funds and private equity that permit them
to scale the business significantly.
• Successful entrepreneurs tend to invest in the innovation
ecosystem from which they benefited. It is succeeding
generations of innovators, each giving back, who ultimately
drive the community forward.
These are the programs you may expect to find in a big city
where technology companies dominate. But they can be found
in midsize and small cities around the world, operating at a
scale appropriate to their population but creating a multi-faced
innovation ecosystem that generates growth.
SMELTER TURNED CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

Trail, BC
Mining and smelting have been the engines of Trail’s economy for
decades. Today, Teck Trail Operations is one of the world’s largest
fully-integrated zinc and lead smelting and refining operations,
powered by clean energy from the Waneta hydroelectric dam. But
in an economy where major employers come or go on the winds of
global trade, Trail has invested energy, money and entrepreneurial
spirit into building a metals technology corridor that is driving
growth, attracting investment and raising skill levels of employees.
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The MIDAS Fab Lab is an applied research commercialization
and digital fabrication training facility that supports the broad
metallurgical sector in the region. It is a partnership between a
business, Fenix Advanced Materials, and the Kootenay Association
for Science & Technology. MIDAS makes new advanced in
manufacturing technology accessible by West Kootenay
companies, entrepreneurs and students. It launched the i4C
Innovation Hub to add Industrial Internet of Things production and
testing capabilities and recruits early-stage companies that need
R&D, fabrication, commercialization and distribution support. The
Hub is the latest addition to Metal Tech Ally, a corridor of high-tech
ventures at the regional airport.

Public-Sector Innovation

Public Sector Innovation Looks Like:
• Government leading by example, making innovations in
government services and processes that reduce costs,
improve service delivery and make governing more
transparent to the public.
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• Government collaboratively engaging citizens, businesses
and the nonprofit sector in helping to decide where
innovation is most needed.
• Government turning to the local technology sector for
practical advice on what is possible and likely to be the most
cost-effective.
• A resulting Innovation Strategy that addresses real needs,
sets ambitious goals and defines a realistic roadmap for
accomplishing them.
• IT projects that deliver on goals while creating demand for
local technology companies’ products and services.
• Promotion of successful projects to drive adoption and
demonstrate the innovation potential of the community.
When these projects deliver on their goals – providing real
value to the citizens, businesses and nonprofits who helped to
conceive them – they send strong signals to potential investors
that the community is an ideal place to pursuit their goals.
COLLABORATING FOR PROSPERITY

Eindhoven, Netherlands
The Eindhoven Region, south of Amsterdam, is a very successful
place. The region has long been the industrial center of Holland,
with 730,000 inhabitants and a workforce of 400,000. Its major
cities are Eindhoven (pop. 212,000), Helmond (88,000) and
Veldhoven (43,000).
The region faces challenges. Eindhoven is a manufacturing
center in a high-cost country. By focusing on producing highvalue, technology-based products, it is in competition with fastgrowing manufacturing centers in nations with much lower costs.
Many are striving mightily to perfect the complex manufacturing
capabilities that have made Eindhoven successful, which creates
unceasing pressure for the region to boost productivity. At the
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same time, Eindhoven is saddled with Europe’s demographics, in
which a low birth rate and aging population is reducing the
regional labor force. To win the battle for the talent that provides
its competitive advantage, the region must make itself
economically and socially attractive to knowledge workers from
around the world.

The Brainport Model
Eindhoven’s answer to these challenges is a public-private
partnership called Brainport Development (www.brainport.nl). Its
members include employers, research institutes, the Chamber of
Commerce, leading universities and the governments of the
region’s three largest cities. A small professional staff brings
together players from business, government, institutions and
citizens groups. They figure out specific projects on which they
can cooperate for clear mutual benefit, then Brainport manages
the projects carefully until they produce results and gain the ability
to become self-sustaining.
The range of projects is extraordinarily wide. The Automative
Technology Center involves 125 organizations in collaborative
projects. The start-up of new high-tech systems and ICT
companies is stimulated by incubators with names like Catalyst,
Beta II and the Device Process Building. Design Connection
Brainport encourages the industrial design expertise that is
essential to the region’s industrial clusters.
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Brainport also goes on the road to international career fairs in
the US, Europe, Turkey, India and China to promote opportunities
in the Eindhoven region. Its Expatguideholland.com Web site
provides information and services to smooth the path of highlyskilled immigrants and their families.
The hope of the Eindhoven region is that years of practicing
collaborative innovation, on a foundation of information and
communications technology, is providing an advantage that
competitors will find it hard to match.
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Caring for the Community
Digital equality (inclusion) means providing equal
opportunity for all citizens to benefit from the digital economy.
This moral imperative also has practical benefits; it reduces
demand for social services, criminal justice and emergency
healthcare, minimizes the intangible contagion of social
injustice, and maintains an open and family-friendly culture
that attracts residents and visitors alike.

Digital Equality

Digital Equity Looks Like:
• Identifying populations most in need of intervention, as
well as employers that are missing the economic
opportunities of going digital.
• Providing access to broadband and information technology
and equipping individuals and organizations with the
ability to use them.
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• Bringing technology and skills training to meeting places:
libraries, community centers and retirement homes.
• Involving library staff, students or the staff of local colleges
and universities in spreading digital literacy.
• Create programs that give people and organizations motives
to adopt technology and use it to improve their lives. It helps
create an attitude of acceptance that enables communities
to benefit from digital innovations.
• Engaging employers to focus
improvement, such as through:

on

digital

business

o technology demonstration centers, where businesses
can see and experiment with the latest technology before
taking the plunge, or
o digital readiness checklists, where employers can
score themselves on their tech skills and infrastructure,
compare themselves to their peers, and then seek help
from local government and nonprofits.

PRESERVING A BELOVED PLACE

Granisle, BC
With only 300 people, the village of Granisle faces the classic
challenges of small rural places: decline in its main industry of
mining, a population
of aging retirees on
fixed incomes, and
poor access to such
essentials as grocery
stores
and
gas
stations.
But its
people are cut from a
stubborn cloth, and
they are responding
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by using the village’s spectacular setting, freshwater lake and great
fishing to attract more retirees. Core to that effort is a strategy to
create age-friendly infrastructure and develop Village of Granville
Internet to serve the community. The network was launched in
2006 and expanded with grant funding to the broader region in 2012
and 2015. In addition to wired infrastructure, the network includes
a wireless tower for access to difficult areas and hotspots at local
campgrounds and lodges. It has become the platform for Love the
North, funded by the Northern Initiative Development Trust: a virtual
presence for local organizations. For example, an electrician, for
whom Granisle was a summer home, has used it to advertise his
business and was able to expand it across three local communities
and operate from Granisle full-time.

Sustainability
Sustainability is the effort to meet a global challenge – but at
the same to time to engage the community in a common
mission, reduce costs and improve local quality of life.

Sustainability Looks Like:
• Local government engaging citizens, businesses and
institutions to learn their concerns and collaborate in
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setting priorities. The issues are environmental – but also
about quality of life, property values, government budgets
and the cost of living and doing business in the community.
• Developing a Sustainability Plan that sets goals and
identifies specific actions. These range from citizen action
groups to changes in public procurement and land-use, and
from waste reduction and recycling to energy conservation.
They address water quality, air quality, alternative energy,
and the resilience of the community to climate change. A
range of Smart technologies are employed to find solutions,
including cameras, drones and sensors.
• Engaging citizens and groups in carrying out the plan to save
money, lower emissions, reduce consumption and improve
quality of life.
• Government measuring and reporting on results, and
working with citizens, businesses and institutions to
make course corrections as needed and re-energize
community participation.
PRESERVING A RIVER SYSTEM

Taoyuan, Taiwan
Taoyuan is a municipality of 2 milion people covering a large area
that includes urban centers, farmland, mountains and an
abundance of rivers and streams. Taiwan experiences heavy
rains every year in the monsoon season, and keeping control of
water is a priority.
The Taoyuan Water app was developed by the city and a local
university to connect real-time data on weather, water levels
measured by 60 monitoring stations, traffic, earthquakes,
pipelines, rivers, bridges and drainage systems on farmland.
Downloaded more than 26,000 times in its first year, the app
shows hourly rainfall, rainfall forecasts in the next hour, the river
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regime, typhoon trends, and other information. The app also
provides options to subscribe to alert broadcasts, including water
level alerts, flood alerts, debris flow alerts and road closures.

But it also a platform for engaging Taoyuan’s people in
managing and responding to disaster. In the event of a flood, it
shows conditions within 500 meters of the user and points the way
to escape routes, shelters, medical centers and emergency
transportation. City government has targeted key influencers in
the city, from community leader to village chiefs, to engage in
using the app, so that they have the best possible information to
share with the people they lead. By sharing information and action
plans, Taoyuan’s people are able to unite to fight disasters, save
lives and protect their homes.
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Getting Started: A Checklist
Becoming an Intelligent Community takes vision, imagination,
strong leadership and a commitment to collaboration through
all the challenges that will come your way.
Fortunately, you can benefit from the work of communities
that are already turning connectivity into opportunity,
prosperity, stronger social bonds and a richer local culture.
Here are checklists to get you started.

Advocacy
❑ Define your community DNA. Take time to think deeply
about your social fabric, economic history, cultural
strengths, and mindsets. How can it contribute?
❑ Inventory the big actions you believe necessary for the
future of community, then consider how these connect with
the concerns, ambitions and culture of groups within the
community.
❑ Identify potential champions for projects and bring them
into the brainstorming and decision-making process.
❑ Engage and educate! Citizens or organizations will see the
big picture when they hear their priorities and concerns
reflected in something larger.
❑ Don’t forget to feed back. Make public celebration of early
achievements, report on obstacles and problems, and rally
people to help overcome them.
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Knowledge Workforce
❑ Articulate and promote a shared vision: that integrating
the marketplace into education inspires students to go
further and higher in their lives.
❑ Lay out a set of principles that allows political,
administrative and volunteer leaders to act more easily and
effectively.
❑ Find today’s innovators in education and bring them
together to begin creating “ladders of opportunity”
connecting high school to community colleges to
universities.
❑ Create productive partnerships. Help institutions turn
relationships into productive partnerships by encouraging
pilot projects and providing support.

Innovation in the Private Sector
❑ Undertake an inventory. Who’s in town? Who’s already
motivated and doing something? Who’s got the passion? Big
or small, can they become allies?
❑ Do your research. Learn from case studies of Intelligent
Communities elsewhere that have taken control of their
future and built something new and viable.
❑ Build a network. Start gathering public, private and
academic stakeholders so they get to know each other and
each other’s strengths, opportunities and concerns.
❑ Go for quick wins. Small, quick wins like day-long events,
weekend seminars, youth events and local competitions,
produce momentum.
❑ Import support. Is there a college or university an hour
away that you could invite into your mix? Are there state or
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provincial initiatives, or successful entrepreneurs with roots
in your community, that could help?
❑ Tell the story. Celebrate your assets and achievements, and
formulate a public narrative that inspires.

Innovation in the Public Sector
❑ Break through the walls! Reach out to local business,
innovators, citizens, businesses and nonprofits. Make sure
they know how each potential project could benefit them.
❑ Bring individual projects together into a comprehensive
plan. Big plans have power to generate interest and engagement.
❑ Stay local whenever possible. A brand-name technology
vendor may add glamour to a project – but local tech
entrepreneurs, businesses and even citizen volunteers can
contribute much more.
❑ Don’t forget culture! When a government tech project
supports a unique local culture, it automatically gains
community support.

Digital Equality
❑ Make an inventory. Who’s being left behind? What are the
impacts in terms of cost and missed opportunities?
❑ Do your research. Learn from Intelligent Communities that
have taken steps to level the digital playing field.
❑ Build a network. Start gathering concerned and affected
people – residents, public agencies, academics, business
associations, not-for-profit advocates, political allies.
❑ Start small. Pilot projects attract support for larger
implementations – and provide valuable learning that make
future projects more successful.
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❑ Find allies. Is there a college or university that would be
interested in your situation as a case study? Are local
businesses concerned about their own community?
❑ Tell the story from the inside. Engage locals in their own
authentic narratives.

Sustainability
❑ Think outside in. Too many sustainability initiatives are
born in government and executed as part of the regular
business of governing. Solicit community input on early
plans and let them shape priorities for investment.
❑ Do more than projects. Create a vision and plan. Provide
a vision that explains its importance and a set of programs
that address both global and local benefits.
❑ Emphasize local benefits. Sustainability at the community
level is about preserving and improving quality of life,
winning government and nonprofit funding for community
improvement, and creating the next generation of
employment and employers in green technologies and
services.
❑ Build a Resilency Plan as part of your sustainability efforts.
Identify potential shocks to your community from potential
natural disasters, long term effects of climate change, as well
as potential economic or politics shifts that could
significantly impact your communities.
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Intelligent Communities in BC
The Intelligent Community Method offer a way of thinking
about the challenges facing your community and the actions
you can take in response. But it can all sound pretty abstract
until you see and feel the impact on your local economy, on the
delivery of services to citizens and on how people relate to each
other and to organizations in which they take part. The following are examples of development from some of the world’s 180
Intelligent Communities located in British Columbia.

Kelowna
Kelowna is the largest city in the tourist-oriented Okanagan
Valley and one of the fastest-growing cities in North America.
Its 127,000 people are largely employed in tourism, which
spans all four seasons and brings more than C$1 billion per year
into the region. It is also home to two post-secondary
institutions with a combined student body of over 13,000 fulltime students. With a dry, mild climate and scenic lake vistas, it
is surrounded by provincial parks, pine forest, vineyards,
orchards and mountains. It is, in short, a beautiful spot that is a
long way from any place even close to its population size.
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This relative rural isolation and limited opportunities for a
diverse economy has presented Kelowna with many challenges. Changing those dynamics while preserving what makes
Kelowna so attractive is the vital task that Kelowna's elected
leaders have set for themselves.
Breaking Down Barriers
Kelowna already operates a dark fiber network that connects
city facilities, saves money, and offers 1 Gbps service on a leased
basis to nonprofits, schools and private businesses. The
benefits in terms of access to markets, knowledge and services
are significant and growing. Its next target is underserved rural
businesses and households. The city began network expansion
in 2017 using funding from the provincial Connecting British
Columbia program.
Most of Kelowna's new residents come from other parts of
Canada, and retirees over 65 make up more than 20% of the
population. The Silver Surfers program connects seniors with
Okanagan College students, who mentor them in using an iPad
to surf the web, take pictures, send email, use Facebook and
connect with family and friends over applications like Facetime.
Originally piloted in 2016, the program has matched 96 seniors
with 40 student mentors. Before the program, participants
reported that they connected with family members twice per
month; they now are connecting an average of twice per week.
Creating a Knowledge Workforce
Kelowna projects that the local economy will demand 56,000
new workers in the next five years, but like most rural cities, it
watches too much of its student population depart after
graduation. To reverse this trend, the city and community
groups created the Okanagan Young Professionals Collective
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(OPY) in 2012, an umbrella organization that fosters and
supports young professional groups engaged in volunteer,
social, professional, sports, arts and cultural activities. One is
Motionball, which builds awareness and raises funds for the
Special Olympics Canada Foundation. Motionball aims to
introduce the next generation of volunteers and donors to the
Special Olympics through social and sporting events that put
fun into giving. It was one of the founders of OYP.
Through 2017, OYP has raised over $360,000 in funds and
services and persuaded local companies to contribute more
than 3,500 volunteer hours of accounting, web development
and business planning services to local nonprofits. Employers
in the region have begun using OYP as a tool in their efforts to
recruit young professionals from outside the region – and the
results are showing. Kelowna's census district has experienced
growth above the provincial average in 30-34 year olds since
2011, and the increase in the number of children has been more
than double the average for the province.
Foundations of an Innovation Economy
Today's young professionals tend to be entrepreneurial, and
the community has begun building the infrastructure to support a startup economy. A group of local entrepreneurs,
community and civic leaders set a goal in 2014 of creating
10,000 technology jobs within 10 years. Their ambitions gave
rise to the Okanagan Center for Innovation, a partnership
among the city, the province, the Federal government and a
local tech entrepreneur. The Center offers commercial space at
market rates to companies, and publicly-supported spaces and
services to startup and early-stage companies, community
members and social enterprises. Since the opening of the
105,000 square-foot (9,700 m2) building in May 2017, all 48
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desks in the publicly-supported section have been rented and
34 companies have joined an acceleration mentorship
program. Atrium Ventures, an entrepreneur-led venture capital
firm funded in part by government, has an office in the building
and provides access to a direct investment pool.
Investing in Climate
As a low-density community, Kelowna residents depend
heavily on private automobiles, and road transportation
accounts for more than 65% of greenhouse gas emissions in the
city. The city's Climate Action Plan seeks to compensate with an
aggressive tree-planting program in Kelowna's natural parks as
well as upgrades to city-owned heating, lighting and wastewater treatment facilities. A landfill gas purification plan is
reducing 3,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions per year
while providing a renewable resource for gas customers.
This is one aspect of a broader "Imagine Kelowna" project,
which engages the public in helping to plan the community's
future for the next 25 years. Kicking off in May 2016, the project
has attracted hundreds of inputs online, through the mail and
in community events and workshops. It envisions a future with
fewer cars and more public transportation options, and the
creation of vital urban centers with housing for all income
levels, to take the place of urban sprawl. A diverse and inclusive
economy, built on a culture of entrepreneurship, will address
the community's economic and social challenges.
Kelowna approaches the future with important assets: a
successful tourism industry, a growing population and the outlines of a broadband-powered, innovation-driven economy. Its
success will be determined by how it fills in those outlines and
how it ensures that the benefits of tech-based growth reach far
and wide across the community.
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Surrey
Surrey is a city in transition from a suburban past to a
sustainable urban future. On this road, it seeks to leave behind
a reputation for sprawl, crime and limited economic potential.
Home to some of the richest and poorest neighborhoods in the
region, Surrey is building an innovation-based knowledge
economy offering a much broader range of local opportunity.
Innovation Boulevard
There is no lack of potential in Surrey: it is Canada’s third
fastest-growing city, which welcomes 1,000 new residents each
month and where residential construction is a major industry.
It is part of the growing metro area of Vancouver, from which it
derives most of its economic energy today. To gain greater
control over its destiny, Surrey has developed a diversification
strategy calling for deepening the partnership between its
institutions of higher learning and local business. Development
is focused on an Innovation Boulevard project, where the city,
universities and business are building clusters in health tech,
clean tech and advanced manufacturing. Overseeing the project
is the Mayor’s Health Technology Working Group, comprised
universities, a health authority, nonprofits, business
associations, government and developers. Ten new health tech
firms have moved in, attracted in part by the availability of new
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advanced laboratory spaces. It is one component of a master
plan to create dense and walkable city centers.
Smart and Sustainable Plans
Surrey’s past was enabled by the automobile. A new
Sustainability Compact, developed with substantial public
consultation, aims to change that dynamic by focusing on
emissions reduction and thoughtful adaptation to climate
change. The city has achieved a 70% waste diversion target
ahead of schedule and completed a district energy system for
city buildings and future high-rise residential towers. A range
of smart-city systems, from a central traffic management center
to the MySurrey App, are improving livability and better
engaging with citizens. And for those on the wrong side of the
digital divide, the library system is training thousands of residents in digital skills as part of a comprehensive poverty
reduction plan. Surrey’s goal is to boost local employment by
nearly 50%, which will keep more wealth in the community and
better balance the tax burden between residents and business.

Nelson
The city of Nelson has a long history of booming growth, quick
modernization, and community action. Founded on the discovery of silver in the nearby mountains, Nelson grew into a
thriving transportation and distribution center for the region,
expanding its economy into forestry and agriculture as well as
mining. The city of just over 10,000 is found in the Selkirk
Mountains near the southern border of British Columbia and is
the regional seat of the Central Kootenay Regional District,
despite making up only about one fifth of the region’s
population. Nelson has struck a rare balance of modernization
and preservation, updating many of its buildings with modern
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conveniences over the past half century, while maintaining its
historic downtown as a window into the past.

Broadband Advocacy
Local businesses and organizations can take advantage of
Nelson’s dark fiber network, Nelson Fibre, which has been in
operation since 2005. Nelson Fibre is a growing utility with
over 50 fiber strands currently deployed to local businesses,
theaters, schools, colleges, municipal departments, and
downtown work spaces. The city also has its own local wireless
company, Columbia Wireless, which was one of Nelson Fibre’s
original service providers alongside DHC Communication Inc.,
Sensible Solutions Inc. and the Columbia Basin Broadband
Corporation. To raise awareness of the network, The Nelson
Fibre Sales and Marketing Plan issues editorials and press
releases to educate key organizations about the benefits of
broadband fiber. Columbia Wireless also educates local customers about their Internet connectivity options and provides
a variety of wireless packages.
Nelson serves as a general broadband advocate via the
Broadband Communication project, educating its citizens and
local businesses in the value of high speed Internet access for
students and organizations and in the many broadband options
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available to them. The city publishes articles on the solutions
broadband provides to a host of technical and often missioncritical business applications. Thanks to the project, the
average business in Nelson knows of the many service providers available in the area, including Telus and Shaw, which
provide a wide range of asymmetrical high-speed services even
in surrounding rural areas.
Nelson’s “Hackerspace”
Founded in 2010, the Nelson Tech Club (NTC) “Hackerspace”
offers weekly technology programs for local youth ages 10-16.
The club provides mentors, tools and resources—using a social
learning framework based on STEM initiatives—for up to 50
participants each week. NTC provides its tools and resources to
the community at low or no cost to increase technology
adoption and train local youth in technical skills for future
careers. The club also coordinates with the RoboGames youth
robotics competition. Since its founding, the NTC Hackerspace
has grown into Canada’s largest all-ages, public Hackerspace
with over 400 registered members in 2016.
SMARTS
In addition to broadband services and education, Nelson has
also developed programs to help local business and innovators
get off the ground. Selkirk-SME Applied Research and
Technology Solutions (SMARTS) is a program developed with
Selkirk College to accelerate local small and medium
enterprises (SMEs). The SMARTS program helps SMEs develop
project plans and secure funding proposals, and also provides
access to research support from Selkirk College faculty and
students working in the areas of geospatial and digital fabrication technologies. Since its creation, the program has aided
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38 SMEs and provided 25 other SMEs with references to other
organizations when they did not qualify for the program. Six full
projects have been completed with SMARTS consultation with
five more currently in development.
Even with the wide range of broadband services available in
Nelson, not all citizens have high-speed Internet access. The
Nelson Public Library offers access to computers and WiFi
service, as well as one-to-one training and small group sessions
in technology usage. The city provides the public library with
10MB fiberoptic WiFi service for this purpose.
Path to 2040 Sustainability Plan
Nelson has adapted well to change throughout its history, and
to continue this legacy, the city has developed the Path to 2040
Sustainability Plan. As part of this and related plans, the Nelson
City Council set aggressive corporate GHG emission targets,
resulting in a 25% reduction in corporate emissions to date and
making Nelson one of fewer than 10 Canadian municipalities to
achieve the highest reduction levels in the Partners for Climate
Protection Program. The city has also launched a home energy
retrofit program to finance retrofits and a Solar Farm project
that has nearly sold out with no subsidies offered.
Nelson has always looked within for its strength, from building
its own hydroelectric generating system in the early 1900s to
the Nelson Fibre network of today. By educating and providing
its people with high-speed broadband access and facilitating
local innovation, the city has laid a path toward a future as
booming as its past.
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New Westminster
Founded upon the discovery of gold in the region in the mid1800s, New Westminster was originally meant to be “a second
England on the shores of the Pacific.” The city served as the
capital of the colony of British Columbia but was eventually
replaced by Victoria when the two colonies united to form
Canada’s sixth province. New Westminster has been an
important economic and transportation center in western
Canada for over a century with a wide mix of industrial sectors
that have allowed it to weather economic changes and
hardships alike.
Bringing Fiber to New Westminster with BridgeNet
BridgeNet is New Westminster’s city-owned open access fiber
network, officially launched in June 2016. The first phase of the
fiber network project was completed in September, enabling
four new Internet service providers to provide 1 gigabit highspeed service to key areas of the city. The city itself serves as
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the neutral and independent open access provider. This allows
New Westminster to offer standard and transparent pricing to
ISPs on the network, thereby increasing consumer choices and
stimulating broadband service competition. As part of BridgeNet, New Westminster is collaborating with telecommunications providers, Internet service providers and value-added
service vendors to bring more connectivity options throughout
the city. The city has also signed an agreement with BC-Net, a
not-for-profit shared information technology services organization in British Columbia, to bring fiber connectivity to
Douglas College, Justice Institute of British Columbia and the
Royal Columbia Hospital.
The Training Group and IDEA Centre
Douglas College in New Westminster has taken a leading role in
preparing the next generation of entrepreneurs with the
Training Group: Self Employment Services (SEP). The Training
Group delivers customized labor market training and programs
for government, business other community groups, including
business planning, classroom, training, professional mentoring
services and general group support for budding entrepreneurs.
The SEP team consists of business consultants and instructors
with experience in launching and running their own successful
businesses. The Training Group’s combination of real-world
business skills and entrepreneurial training has been wildly
successful with 95% of participants launching their own
businesses after the program and 72% of those remaining in
business for at least four years afterward.
New Westminster’s Innovation, Discovery, Education, and
Advancement (IDEA) Centre is a collaboration among many
institutions, both in the public and private sector, to support
medical research and development, business and personal
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services, offices and advanced education facilities. The project
was begun in 2015 in conjunction with the redevelopment of
the Royal Columbian Hospital, as a way to expand economic
activity in the surrounding Sapperton District. The IDEA
Centre’s many collaborators hope to create an environment for
advanced education and research in the district, including
establishing Centers of Excellence such as a proposed mental
health center and medical training facilities such as a simulator
lab. The IDEA Centre was designed as an economic
development strategy with input from the mayor’s Task Force
on the Economic Health Care Cluster.
To facilitate the development of this new health care center,
the BridgeNet fiber optic network is being extended to the area
around the hospital and to Simon Fraser University Harbour
Centre. The city has created joint fiber optic infrastructure
plans with the Fraser Health Authority (FHA) to assist with the
redevelopment of the RCH campus and the FHA’s regional
communications and data center. In addition, New
Westminster has developed a neighborhood district system
powered by clean, renewable energy for the Sapperton District
and, as of 2017, is in the process of redeveloping Sapperton
Park, including the local playground and sports field.
Fostering Digital Literacy and Inclusion
The New Westminster Public Library launched a program in
the fall of 2011 to address literacy gaps in citizens’ use of library
computers. Under the program, library patrons can book
appointments with library staff to get individual training that
meets their specific needs, working either with the library
computers or the patrons’ own devices. To further improve the
program, the New Westminster Public Library conducted a
study of patrons’ computer use in 2014, which lead to the
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introduction of Sunday morning computer tutorials for seniors.
Local high school students volunteer as instructor aids for these
classes and receive training and a certificate that they can use
as work experience credit for college.
In addition to digital instruction, the New Westminster
Public Library has also expanded its collections to include a
wide variety of digital resources. The library began providing ebooks through its membership in the BC Libraries Coop in 2010
and added e-magazines and e-newspapers in 2012. To help
support its e-collections, the New Westminster Public Library
offers e-readers preloaded with a collection of e-books for
patrons to borrow and has also created a “Tech Bar” to
showcase Android and Apple tablets for patrons’ use.
Continuing its history of economic diversity and growth in
the face of hardship, New Westminster is bringing the future
to its corner of British Columbia via high-speed Internet access
and an educated public ready to put its resources to the best
use for innovation.
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Resources
Links are provided below for a variety of websites and
organizations that offer support services and/or provide more
background information such as success stories and case studies,
and discussions about major issues and trends affecting technology,
communications and Internet-related services.
All Nations Trust Company
http://www.antco.bc.ca/ http://www.pathwaystotechnology.ca/
British Columbia Broadband Association
https://www.bcba.ca
Columbia Basin Broadband Corporation
https://ourtrust.org/our-work/broadband/
Federation of Canadian Municipalities
http://www.fcm.ca/home/issues/telecommunications.htm
First Nations Health Authority
http://www.fnha.ca/
First Nations Health Council
http://fnhc.ca/
First Nations Technology Council
http://www.technologycouncil.ca/
Network BC
http://www.networkbc.gov.bc.ca
Northern Development Initiative Trust
http://www.northerndevelopment.bc.ca
Intelligent Community Forum
http://www.intelligentcommunity.org/
Intelligent Community Profiles:
http://www.intelligentcommunity.org/intelligent_communities_list
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1

"What in the World is Causing the Retail Meltdown of 2017," by Derek
Thompson, The Atlantic, April 10, 2017
2
"The Silent Crisis of Retail Employment," by Derek Thompson, The Atlantic,
April 28, 2017
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